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Privacy for the few is important

• It is a litmus-test. If we cannot achieve

privacy then nobody can

•If technology for the few is efficient, it can be 
made accessible for the many

•Citizens who make an effort to protect their 
privacy deserve it

•Focus on rights and principles
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Rights and principles

•Citizens should not have to trust the government 
to handle their data

•Collected data will be abused

•Citizens have a right to anonymity (also children)

•Violation of our privacy does have a price. It 
changes our behaviour

•And usually it does not have the benefits claimed 
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•Security is not relevant, please let us handle it 
ourselves

•Full anonymity is necessary

•Legal requirements are real threats (EU, 
governments, etc)

•Private services are less of a threat if you can 
choose not to use them (Google, Facebook, etc.)

•But some are hard threats (Google analytics, 
Woopra)

•Private threats can be dealt with

� At least you can choose lesser evil

●Laws are very hard to roll back
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PET's: shoot first, ask later

•Too often just a patch on a broken system

•Not efficient against Function Creep

•Can usually not be verified by citizens

� Do not centralize
� Let citizens keep their data
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Bad designs and ideas

•DanID, digital signatures.

The government will store our private keys

•Hadopi, maybe telecoms package

•Travel ID and road pricing , e.g., Denmark and the 
Netherlands

•Data Retention in EU

•Youth Certificates

•PC-police, computers are not cars

•FRA
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Tools

•TOR – Polippix

•End-to-end encryption (PGP/GnuPG)

•Full disk encryption

•SIP/ZRTP for phone calls

•Https for web

•PGP and TLS for email

•Free software

•Free content
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Anonymity
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Privacy for the many
Regulation and opt-in: does it really work for spam?

Tor, Polippix

Free web certificates

Lesser evil=Google, Skype, etc

•Decentralized social networks

•how to make people use them?

•- data retention

•- Infosoc

•- biometry
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For the politicians here:

When was the last time you said:

Too bad, we just cannot do it without violating the 
privacy of our citizens, so we won't.

Even if it could prevent this hypothetical crime, we 
will not do it because of privacy.

It is better to miss out on potential taxes, than to 
spy on our citizens.


